ATH25022  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, BNSF/Wedge #4(5)
ATH25023  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, BNSF/Wedge #5(5)
ATH25024  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, BNSF/Wedge #6(5)

Wisconsin Electric Power Company

ATH25028  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, WEPX #1 (5)
ATH25029  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, WEPX #2 (5)
ATH25030  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, WEPX #3 (5)

Commonwealth Edison

ATH25035  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, CWEX #1 (5)
ATH25036  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, CWEX #2 (5)
ATH25037  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, CWEX #3 (5)

CSX

ATH25042  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, CSX #1 (5)
ATH25043  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, CSX #2 (5)
ATH25044  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, CSX #3 (5)

General Electric Railcar Services

ATH25048  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, PNJX #1 (5)
ATH25049  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, PNJX #2 (5)
ATH25050  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, PNJX #3 (5)

MODEL FEATURES:
- Fully assembled and ready for your layout
- Razor sharp printing and painting
- Weighted for optimum performance
- Machined 36” metal wheels
- NEW body mounted McHenry operating scale knuckle couplers
- Interior plastic blister safely holds the model for convenient storage
- Minimum radius: 10”

ATH25052  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, UP/CMO #1 (5)
ATH25053  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, UP/CMO #2 (5)
ATH25054  N Bethgon Coalporter w/Load, UP/CMO #3 (5)

* Union Pacific Licensed Product

$28.98 Individual SRP  $139.98 5-Pack SRP